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Physical Review Letters 6 January 1975 — 8 theory articles



Are the New Particles Baryon-Antibaryon Nuclei?
Alfred S. Goldhaber and Maurice Goldhaber
Baryon-antibaryon bound states and resonances could account for the new
particles, as well as narrow states near nucleon-antinucleon threshold, which were
reported earlier. [no comment]



Interpretation of a Narrow Resonance in e+e- Annihilation
Julian Schwinger
A previously published unified theory of electromagnetic and weak interactions
proposed a mixing between two types of unit-spin mesons, one of which would have
precisely the characteristics of the newly discovered neutral resonance at 3.1 GeV.
With this interpretation, a substantial fraction of the small hadronic decay rate can
be accounted for. It is also remarked that other long-lived particles should exist in
order to complete the analogy with ρ0, ω, and φ. [no comment]



Possible Explanation of the New Resonance in e+e- Annihilation
S. Borchardt, V. S. Mathur, and S. Okubo
We propose that the recently discovered resonance in e+e- annihilation is a
member of the 15 ⊕ 1 dimensional representation of the SU(4) group. This
hypothesis is consistent with the various experimental features reported for the
resonance. In addition, we make a prediction for the masses of the charmed vector
mesons belonging to the same representation. [mentions charm but
completely misses the point]



Model with Three Charmed Quarks
R. Michael Barnett
The spectroscopy and weak couplings of a quark model with three charmed quarks
are discussed in the context of recent results from Brookhaven National
Laboratory, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, and Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory. [no comment]



Possible Interactions of the J Particle
H. T. Nieh, Tai Tsun Wu, and Chen Ning Yang
We discuss some possible interaction schemes for the newly discovered particle J
and their experimental implications, as well as the possible existence of two J0’s
like the KS-KL case. Of particular interest is the case where the J particle has
strong interactions with the hadrons. In this case J can be produced by associated
production in hadron-hadron collisions and also singly in relative abundance in ep
and µp collisions. [no comment]



Is Bound Charm Found?
A. De Rújula and S. L. Glashow
We argue that the newly discovered narrow resonance at 3.1 GeV is a 3S1 bound
state of charmed quarks and we show the consistency of this interpretation with
known meson systematics. The crucial test of this notion is the existence of
charmed hadrons near 2 GeV. [correct interpretation]



Remarks on the New Resonances at 3.1 and 3.7 GeV
C. G. Callan, R. L. Kingsley, S. B. Treiman, F. Wilczek, and A. Zee
This is a collection of comments which may be useful in the search for an
understanding of the recently discovered narrow resonances at 3.1 and 3.7 GeV.
[not stupid - but doesn’t commit to charm]



Heavy Quarks and e+e- Annihilation
Thomas Appelquist and H. David Politzer
The effects of new, heavy quarks are examined in a colored quark-gluon model.
The e+e- total cross section scales for energies far above any quark mass. However,
it is much greater than the scaling prediction in a domain about the nominal
two-heavy-quark threshold, despite e+e- being a weak-coupling problem above 2
GeV. We expect spikes at the low end of this domain and a broad enhancement at
the upper end. [brilliant prediction - sadly submitted too late]






















